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STRESS CORROSION OF CERAMIC MATERIALS

SUMMARY

The work during the past year can be divided into two distinct areas,

namely (1) the effect of modifying ions on environmentally enhanced crack

growth in glasses and (2) the relationship between crack growth and

-' electrical failure in multilayer ceramic capacitors. Results of these

investigations are summarized as follows:

(1) Environmentally Enhanced Crack Growth

During this past year work has been concentrated on understanding the

role of modifier ions in silicate structures on the environmentally

enhanced SI-O bond rupture mechanism described by Michalske and Freiman.

To this end, crack growth studies were conducted on soda lime glass, a 33%

Na20-6T% Si02 , and a 33% Li2O-67% Si02 glass. These studies have shown

that those environments and only those environments which enhance crack

growth in vitreous Si0 2 do so in these glasses. However, the data suggest

that the presence of Na+ or Ca+ may change the reactivity of the adjacent

Si-O bridging bond as well as affect the elastic properties of the network

so as to change the slope and position of the crack velocity-K I curves.

Ion exchange/dissolution mechanisms at the crack tip appear to come into

play at low velocities, i.e. <10 - 8 m/sec. Direct correlations of crack

growth rates with ion exchange/dissolution were obtained for the two

binary glasses. That is, those environments, e.g. water and hydrazine,

that produced the largest changes in infrared spectra taken of the glass

surface as a function of time also had the strongest effect on the crack

growth curves.



A fracture mechanics model which Incorporates effects of silica glass

*i structures, modifying ions, and differing environments has been developed

- to explain the variations in slope and position of the V-KI curve for

different materials. The model assumes that the equilibrium forces acting

on the Si-- bond at the crack tip can be expressed as a function of the

compliance of the system and the Si-O bond force, including contributions

from modifying ions and differing environments. If one inserts into the

model a functional form for the Si-O bond force, and the interaction of

the environment, then the model can be used to explain the trends in

crack growth curves. For instance if the concerted reaction model of
S ..

Michalske and Freiman is chosen as a basis for the model, the systematic

shifts to higher log V-KI slopes in less reactive environments, as

-- observed in the binary glasses, can be interpreted as resulting from a

nonlinear stress strain curve for the modified Si-O bond. Similarly, the

model qualitatively explains the shift in KI for different environments.

Currently we are trying to obtain quantitative values for the parameters

used in the model. With these values, we should be able to quantitatively

compare the shifts predicted by the model with experimentally observed

shifts in the log V vs KI curves. In a cooperative effort with VPI, we

are attempting to obtain predictions of strain enhanced reactions using

molecular orbital calculations to determine the structure and reactivity

of the Si-O bond. The results of this work should provide us with a

. clearer picture of the details of the strain enhanced reaction as well as

* -."help provide the Si-O force curve to use in our model.

Further, we have shown that while the crack growth curves for

[* vitreous SiO2 in liquid water and N2 gas at 100% relative humidity overlap

for crack velocities S10 -6 m/s, those for soda lime glass are separated,
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with that for liquid water lying at slightly lower KI. We have ascribed

the separation in the soda-lime curves to the generation of tensile

stresses at the crack tip caused by ion exchange of Na+ for H+ in liquid

H20, a process which would not occur in a gas or in SiO2 which does not

contain alkali ions. A quantitative estimate of these stresses gave a

reasonableprediction for the observed KI shift.

Crack growth data obtained on single crystals of a quartz indicates

that the regularity of its crystal structure compared to vitreous SiO2 has

little or no effect on the environmentally enhanced crack growth.

(2) Crack Growth and Electrical Failure in Ceramic Capacitors

The primary goal of this task during this past year was to establish

a link between electrical failure in multilayer ceramic capacitors and the

presence of cracks in the material. A second objective was to devise a

test which could distinguish between "good" and "bad" capacitors.

Crack growth data was obtained by indentation procedures on discs of

Z5U capacitor ceramic which had been especially prepared by AVX Corp. and

which did not contain electrode layers. Because we had previously shown

that there is a strong interaction between cracks and the metal electrode

layers, leading to crack propagation resistances well above that for the

ceramic alone, we felt it important to obtain independent data from the

ceramic.

Leakage currents were measured for multilayer capacitors (at 50 V)

with and without the presence of indentation induced cracks. Both indented

and unindented capacitors were submitted to a short soak in a NaCl

solution, cleaned and dried. Uncracked capacitors or those with small

cracks, showed no change in leakage current, while those containing cracks

[.,- 3



which were large enough to cut through two electrode layers, showed at

least an order of magnitude increase in current. A test similar to this

could be used to screen capacitors for cracks.

AVX supplied other specimens of Z5U capacitor ceramic which contained

two metallized electrode layers, each -60 Um below the surface. By

monitoring the leakage current from these specimens after indentation and

during loading in a test machine, it could be shown that the growth of the

small cracks under mechanical stress lead to sizeable increases in leakage

current. The time required for this increase to occur could be predicted

from the crack growth parameters determined on the unelectroded material.
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ENVIRONMENTALLY ENHANCED CRACK GROWTH IN SODA LIME GLASS

S.W. Freiman, G.S. White and E.R. Fuller, Jr.

Inorganic Materials Division
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, DC 20234

ABSTRACT

Crack growth data is presented for soda lime glass in various

chemical environments. It is shown that the same environments which

govern crack growth rates in vitreous silica also do so in soda lime

*" glass. The slopes and positions of the soda lime crack growth curves

are shown to differ from those in vitreous silica. It is hypothesized

that the differences between the behavior of soda lime glass and silica

*are due to the effects of the modifier ions, Na and Ca+ 2 , on the

• - reactivity of the Si-O bond or through changes in the elastic properties

of the bridging network. It is shown that sodium ion exchange and

silica dissolution may also be important to crack growth, particularly

at low crack velocities.
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INTRODUCTION

Michalske and Freiman have suggested a molecular model for crack

growth in vitreous silica1 . This model predicts that those molecules

which can donate both electrons and protons, e.g. water (H20), ammonia

(NH3 ), hydrazine (N2 H 4 ), and formamide (CH3 NO), will undergo a chemical

reaction with the highly strained Si-O bonds at a crack tip in silica,

thereby promoting crack growth. This prediction was confirmed through

experimental measurements of crack velocity as a function of the crack

tip stress intensity factor, KI. Tests conducted on vitreous silica in

those aforementioned environments which were predicted to undergo a

concerted reaction with a Si-O bond yielded log V-K I curves which

exhibited only one mechanism in the velocity range 10- 9 to 10-3 m/s,

confirming the fact that the bulk environment and not small quantities

of water in the gas or liquid were responsible for the crack growth

enhancement. In non-controlling environments, a typical Region 2

plateau occurrod due to water diffusion rate limitations2 . The purpose

of the present study was to determine possible effects of modifier ions

in the glass structure on the crack growth mechanism. Sodium is well

known to produce non-bridging oxygen in the glass structure because of

its tendency to ionically bind to the oxygen. A recent XPS study 3

indicates that Ca + 2 exhibits behavior similar to Na + in this respect.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Crack growth studies were conducted on a commercial soda lime silica

glass (nominal composition (wt. %): SiO 2 , 72; Na20, 14; CaO, 7.0;

A1203 , 2.0; MgO, 4.0; K20, 1.0). The glass was cut into double

cantilever beam specimens, 50 x 12 x 1 mm3, having a center groove of

1/2 the specimen thickness, annealed at 500 OC for 15 minutes, then

6
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cooled at a rate of 2 OC/min. Aluminum arms were epoxied to the

specimen after a crack had been introduced into it. Crack growth data

was obtained by use of the applied moment technique4 with dead weight

loading. A 40X travelling microscope with a filar eyepiece was used to

monitor crack motion. All tests other than those in water were

conducted inside a plexiglas chamber which was purged with N2 gas for

5-10 minutes prior to testing. In the case of ammonia, the gas was bled

continuously into the chamber during the test. An N 2 overpressure was

used for liquid environments to prevent H20 pickup. No efforts were

made to remove the H20 prsent in the as-received environments.

RESULTS

Crack growth data for soda lime glass in water, ammonia, hydrazine,

and formamide are plotted in Figure I as Log V versus KI along with the

water independent portion of the crack growth curve for soda lime glass

in N2 gas. The scatter in the data for each environment is typical of

that obtained in the applied moment, double cantilever beam technique

and represents a composite from three to five specimens. Slopes and

intercepts determined from a linear least squares fit to segments of

each of the curves are shown in Table I.

The crack growth curve for soda lime glass in water has the typical

appearance reported by Wiederhorn and Bolz 5, namely a steeper portion at

lower velocities, with a shallower portion at higher velocities. The

curves for ammonia and hydrazine are essentially straight lines over the

entire measured velocity range, while the data obtained in formamide

exhibits the most complex shape, consisting of at least three portions.

The slopes and positions of the curves for the four data sets are

discussed in the next section. We should note here, however, that all

7



the environments found to enhance crack growth in vitreous silica also

do so in soda lime glass, although, as discussed later, other factors

can also be important.

V-K I behavior in environments which do not enhance crack growth is

illustrated in Figure 2. The existence of a plateau in a V-K I curve

indicates the presence of a minority constituent, e.g. water, in the

environment which enhances crack growth rates above the levels which

would be attained in the pure bulk environment2 . As evidenced by the

plateau in each of these curves, crack growth rates in the lower regime

are controlled predominantly by the chemical activity of the water

dissolved in these liquids, while the extremely steep slopes in the

higher velocity regimes probably are indicative of a charge compensation

mechanism of crack growth, which occurs in the absence of water. 2

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The objective of this study was-to determine how the presence of

modifier ions, primarily Na , in a glass network affects the crack

growth process of chemically enhanced Si-O bond rupture observed for

vitreous silica. Figure 3 (a-d) compares the crack growth curves for

soda lime glass with those for vitreous silica for each crack growth

enhancing environment. Let us first consider the higher velocity

portion of the curves, i.e. > 10- 6 m/s; this is the regime in which

crack growth rates are governed by the reaction rate of the solid with

the molecules of the bulk environment. There are three primary features

to the V-K I curves in this regime. These features are (1) the shallower

slope of the curve for soda lime glass in water than that for vitreous

silica, (2) the fact that, excluding water, the V-K I curves for soda

lime glass lie at larger values of K I than those for vitreous silica and

8
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(3) the trend to increasing slope of the V-Kl curves for soda lime glass

with a decreasing tendency of the environment to enhance crack growth,

i.e. water < ammonia < hydrazine < formamide, as indicated by the

progressive shift of the curves in each of these environments to higher

Ki .

Crack Growth in Water

In comparing crack growth curves for soda lime glass and silica in

wauer, it is important to remember that the aqueous solution at the

crack tip will be quite different for the two glasses. Wiederhorn and

Johnson6 showed that the crack tip pH for vitreous silica in water is -5

while that for soda lime glass almost instantaneously reaches values of

10 to 12 due to ion exchange of Na+ for H+ (or H30). They also showed

that the slope of the V-K, curve for soda lime glass approached (but did

not equal) that for silica in very acidic solutions, e.g. 6N HCl., There

are several possible reasons for the variation in slope with changes in

pH. These include changes in the electronic structure of the crack tip

Si-O bond due to the ion-exchange, the existence of tensile stresses

arising because of the size difference between the Na+ and the smaller

H% or a change in the reacting species that controls crack growth i.e.

H20 to OH- or vice-versa. kt this time it is impossible to rule out the

possibility that each of the three mechanisms described above

contributes to the differences between the V-K, curves for soda lime

glass and those for silica.

9
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Position and Slope of Crack Growth Curves

In order to discuss either the shift in K1 between the soda lime and

silica curves or the variation in V-K I slopes, it is necessary to make

an assumption regarding the crack growth mechanism. We will assume that

the reaction between the Si-O bridging bond and the environment molecule

occurs spontaneously at a particular bond strain; that is, we will

assume that the Si-O bond under consideration at the crack tip remains

unaffected by the environment until the strain-aided "concerted"

reaction takes place. While we cannot rule out hydrolysis of this bond

prior to the "concerted" reaction, this assumption allows us to discuss

the shifts in position and slope of the V-K I curves in a self consistent

manner:

Note first that the V-K I curves for both vitreous silica and soda

lime glass fall in the same order with respect to KI for the four

environments; i.e. water is the most effective crack growth agent and

formamide the least for both glasses. However, as Fig..3 (b-d) shows,

the V-K I curves for soda lime glass lie at higher KI values than those

for vitreous silica in every environment. This shift suggests that the

presence of Na+ ionically bound to a non-bridging oxygen has a direct

effect on the reactivity of the adjacent Si-O bridging bond. The

decrease in reactivity in soda lime glass could result from changes in

non-bonding electron density on the oxygen coupled with a change in

t, silicon orbitals. Molecular orbital calculations have suggested

iat both of these effects will occur due to the presence of Na+.
7

However, a second possible reason for the shift in position involves

our basic definition of K1 . According to linear elastic fracture

mechanics, the stress intensity factor is defined as the slope of a

stress versus (nr) - 11 2 curve, where r is the distance from the crack

10
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Crack growth data for soda lime glass in water (A),
ammonia (0), hydrazine (a), and formamide (a). The solid line
is the N2 region III curve, shown for comparison.

Fig. 2. Crack growth curves for soda lime glass in nitrobenzene (4),
acetonitrile (7), diethyl ether (C), and pyridine (0). The

* plateaus in the curves indicate the presence of water
impurities controlling crack growth in both region I and II.

Fig. 3. Comparison between crack growth behavior of vitreous silica
(--- and soda lime glass (-) in (a) water, (b) ammonia,
(c) hydrazine and (d) formamide.

Fig. 4. Crack growth data for soda lime glass in as-received formamide
(M), 95% formamide-5% water (0), 90% formamide-1O% water (A)
and 50% formamide-50% (e) water. The bent line is the least

%squares fit calculated for soda lime glass crack growth data
in water. The straight line segment was drawn parallel to the
upper water curve.
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successful environments must be both electron and proton donors. The

primary conclusion that we draw from this work is that crack growth

rates in soda lime glass are governed by the stress enhanced rate of

reaction between a crack tip Si-O bond and the environment. That is,

the modifier ions, Na+, Ca+, etc., do not participate directly in the

fracture process. However, the data suggest that the presence of these

ionic species may change the reactivity of the adjacent Si-O bridging

"C' bond as well as affect the elastic properties of the network bond. A

transition from crack growth controlled by a stress enhanced reaction

with the bulk environment to one governed by reaction with dissolved

water was observed. Ion exchange/dissolution mechanisms at the crack

tip appeared to come into play at velocities below -10- 8 m/sec.
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Multislope Crack Growth Curve

Let us return to the complex shape of the log V-K I curve for soda

lime glass in "pure" formamide (Figure 4). If we make some fairly

straight-forward assumptions regarding possible mechanisms, we can fit

this multireglon curve with a series of straight line segments, each of

which represents a different controlling reaction.

(A) At velocities > 10- 6 m/sec, as discussed earlier, we assume that

the controlling mechanism is the stress enhanced reaction between

formamide and the Si-O bond at the crack tip. Clearly, the distinction

between the lower end of this region and that due to water dissolved in

- the formamide is somewhat arbitrary, imposing an uncertainty in the

slope of the curve.

(B) This line was drawn parallel to the curve for soda lime glass in

water for the reasons disc1ssed previously.

(C) The steeper, lower velocity of the V-K I curve in formamide is

nearly identical to that which appears in the curve for water.

Michalske1 O convincingly demonstrated that this segment of the curve for

soda lime glass in water leads to a crack growth limit. Whether the

steeper curve in formamide also leads to crack arrest is not known at

present. However, the similarity of this curve to the same portion in

water suggests that in this region, the crack growth rate is controlled

by the same mechanism.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that those environments which enhance crack growth

in vitreous silica also do so in soda lime glass. Similarly,

environments which fail to enhance crack growth in vitreous silica are

also ineffective in causing crack growth In soda lime glass. The

14
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curve represents the same mechanism which occurs between formamide and

the glass throughout the entire curve in vitreous silica. Based upon

only the existing data, we cannot, however, rule out the possibility

that a charge compensation mechanism as described by Wiederhorn et al.
2

rather than a true chemical reaction is occurring. We suggest that the

lower curves represent crack growth controlled by a mechanism of stress

induced reaction between water and the Si-O bond. Based upon its

ability to donate its lone pair electrons, one would expect water to be

a more active species for the stress enhanced crack tip reaction than

formamide, so the trend to increasing velocity with increasing water

content is to be expected. The lack of any water controlled region in

the log V-K I curve obtained for vitreous silica in "pure" formamide can

be understood by the observation that the slopes of the curves in

formamide and water are the same for silica and, therefore, the water

controlled region would be virtually indistinguishable from the rest of

*the formamide curve.

One interesting point in soda lime glass is that crack growth data

for a 50% water-50% formamide solution overlap the data for pure water.

Solution data for a methyl formamide-water system 9 showed that at a mole

fraction of 0.5 the activity of the water was -0.95, clearly showing

*that activity can be much different from concentration. Since a model

for chemically enhanced crack growth based on reaction kinetics 2 shows

that crack velocity at any K, should be directly dependent upon the

*activity of the reactive constituent (i.e. water, in this case), the

data for the 50% formamide-50% water so'ution suggests that the

* activity of the water is .1.

13
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to the slope of the bond stress strain curve, consistent with the

increased slope of the V-K I curve for formamide compared to that for

ammonia and hydrazine.

Water Effects in Bulk Liquids

One of the conditions specified with regard to whether a particular

- environment controls crack growth is that crack growth rates must be

enhanced relative to those which would be produced by the activity of

water in the gas or liquid. The linear curves for soda lime glass

tested in ammonia and hydrazine have allowed us to eliminate the

possibility that the water in each of these controls crack growth. The

#more complex curve in formamide (Fig. 3d) presents a different story.

The middle portion of this V-K I curve is parallel to that in water and

therefore suggests that crack propagation in this V-K I regime is

controlled by the water in the formamide (-0.035% by weight). Crack

growth data taken in solutions of 95-5%, 90-10%, and 50-50% solutions of

formamide-water (Figure 4) bear out the hypothesis that water is the

controlling species in this regime. Each of these formamide-water curves

contains a region having approximately the same shape as the middle

portion of that taken in "pure" formamide; each of these regions merges

* into the upper portion of the formamide-water curve. Since there is no

Region 2 plateau in the "pure" formamide, i.e. no K, independent region

"" indicative of a transport controlled regime, water must still be

reacting in small amounts at the crack tip at velocities corresponding

to the junction of the two regions of the curve. We interpret this

behavior to mean that the upper curve in formamide is due to a stress

0
induced chemical reaction between formamide and the Si-O bond at the

crack tip, and suggest that this steeper portion of the crack growth

12



tip measured into the unfractured solid. However, we know that in real

materials, the bonds very near the crack tip are strained beyond their

elastic limit, thereby placing an upper limit on the crack tip stress

(or strain). The presence of non-bridging oxygen atoms introduced by

the Na + may make the glass structure more compliant, thereby enlarging

the zone of non-linear elastic behavior. Any increase in this zone size

will produce a decrease in the actual crack tip stress which is the true

reaction rate governing parameter. In other words, even though a higher

K, is required to produce the same reaction rate, the actual crack tip

stress may be unchanged.

In addition to the shift in curve positions, we must also explain

the increasing slopes of the V-KI curves for soda lime glass in going

from water to formamide compared to the unchanging slopes for vitreous

SiO 2 over this same range of environments. First, we have noted earlier

that, in water, ion exchange of the soda lime glass would produce an

extremely alkaline solution at the crack tip. Wiederhorn and Johnson,6

' showed that the slopes of V-KI curves for soda lime glass in alkaline

*. solutions are less than those in acidic solutions, such as exist at a

crack tip in vitreous silica. Also, it is possible that, besides

affecting the reactivity of the bridging Si-O bond and the pH of the

environment, the presence of Na* or Ca + - in the glass structure causes

the 3tress-strain relationship of the bond to be nonlinear. We have

noted that the reactivity of the soda lime glass is reduced relative to
0

the vitreous silica, resulting in a shift to higher KI value. A lower

bond reactivity suggests that a higher bond strain would be needed to

produce the crack tip reaction, thereby possibly shifting the reactions

to a nonlinear portion of the stress-strain curve. A recently developed

model8 predicts that the slope of a V-K curve will be inversely related

" - .'. , '. '...'".',.L ,.:' ... ; : - ' ... " ' -: -'- .".. . . . .. . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - I .. . .
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CORROSION AND CRACK GROWTH
IN 33% Na20-67% SiC2 AND 33% L20-67% SiC2 GLASSES

G.S. White, D.C. Greenspanl/ and S.W. Freiman
Inorganic Materials Division
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, DC 20234

INTRODUCTION

Recent papers have described effects of specific chemical environments

-. on crack growth rates in vitreous SiO21 and soda lime silica glass.
2

Michalske and Freiman proposed a model for the crack growth process which

leads to specifications for the types of molecules which will participate

in the crack tip reaction. In the case of the soda lime glass, it was

* also shown that dissolution/ion exchange processes at the crack tip due to

either the bulk liquid or to small amounts of water in the liquid could

modify the crack velocity (V) vs stress -intensity (KI) curves.

The objective of this work was to examine the relationship between

- crack growth and glass corrosion in more detail. The binary 33% Na20-67%

"" Sio2 (33N) and 33% Li2067% S402 (33L) glasses were chosen for this

investigation because (1) they are relatively simple systems, (2) both

.. SiC2 dissolution and alkali-ion exchange should be enhanced over that in

soda lime glass, and (3) fairly extensive data exists on the corrosion

0v behavior of these glasses.'- 6  We will demonstrate, using infrared

spectroscopy and atomic absorption spectroscopy, that "corrosion" and

crack growth in these glasses are related. We will also show that at low

0
* velocities, dissolution/ion exchange dominates, while at higher

velocities, crack growth is governed by the same crack tip reactions which

govern in vitreous silica.

0
-V---------

, Now at Accumetrix Corp., Arlington, VA
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Glass Melting and Specimen Preparation

The 33N and 33L glasses employed in this study were melted in platinum

crucibles at 1350 0C and 14400C respectively; the glasses were stirred

during melting. The glasses were cast into blocks and annealed at 500 and

4200C, then cooled at 2°C/min until the temperature fell below the glass

transition point, at which time the power to the furnace was turned off,

and the glasses allowed to furnace cool. Double cantilever beam specimens

(50 x 13 x 2 mm3) were cut from the glass blocks. A groove 1 mm deep was

placed down the center of each specimen to guide the crack. The specimens

were then reannealed at 4200C. Because of their high rate of dissolution,

even in air, all 33N specimens were stored in a dessicator prior to use.

Pieces of the glasses 8 x 8 mm, were also cut from the blocks for use in

the infrared spectroscopy and atomic absorption spectroscopy studies.

These were polished through 600 grit SiC paper and stored in a dessicator.

Crack Growth

Cracks were introduced into the double cantilever beam specimens by

pressing a pointed object into an end on the side opposite the groove.

The applied moment technique7 was used by hanging dead weight loads from

aluminum arms epoxied to the specimen. Crack extension was monitored with

an optical microscope containing a filar eyepiece. Tests in non-aqueous

liquid environments were conducted inside a chamber which was purged withK2 gas prior to the introduction of the liquid. Tests in continually

flowing NH3 gas were also conducted in this chamber.

27
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Corrosion Analysis

The corrosion behavior of both 33N and 33L glasses was studied

following techniques developed by Sanders et al.,3 -5 and D.E. Clark

et al. 6 Samples polished to 600 grit were stored in a desiccator before

being tested in either aqueous or non-aqueous environments. Prior to

exposure, the samples were lightly abraded with 600 grit SIC paper to

remove any surface films that may have formed due to atmospheric

reactions. All samples were suspended in Teflon corrosion cells at room

temperature for times ranging from 30 seconds to 15 minutes in each

environment. The environments used in this study included distilled

water, hydrazine, formamide, acetonitrile and methyl alcohol. The surface

area/volume ratio was maintained throughout this study at 0.05 cm "I .

Infrared reflection spectroscopy (IRRS) was performed in an N2

atmosphere immediately after removal of the samples from the various

solutions. The samples were scanned from 1500 cm-i to 400 cm' I utilizing

an FTIR2 / instrument with a specular reflectance attachment at an

incidence angle of 300. Each spectra represents the average of 128 scans.

:- -.- The gain of the infrared signal was adjusted to maintain a reflection

signal of at least 255 of the incident intensity for a freshly abraded

control sample.

Ion analysis of the corrosion solutions was performed using a dual

beam Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer.3/ Na and Li analyses were

determined by atomic emission using standards of the various non-aqueous

/ Nicolet 60-SX, Nicolet Instrument Co.

3/ Model 460 Atomic Absorption Spectrophotomer Corp., Perkin Elmer Corp.,
Norwalk, CT
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solutions used in the study. Si content was determined using a graphite

atomization furnace.4/ Heating rates, atomization temperatures, and times

were adjusted to account for the volatility of the various organic

liquids. At least 5 separate determinations were averaged for each data

point.

RESULTS

The results of this study will be presented in three parts, crack

growth, infrared spectroscopy, and atomic absorption spectroscopy. The

interrelation between these sections will be shown in the Discussion

section.

Crack Growth

Log V-KI for the 33N and 33L glasses tested in water (H20), ammonia

(NH3 gas), hydrazine (N2H), and formamide (CH3NO) are presented in

Figures 1 and 2 respectively. The data for each environment was taken on

2 to 5 specimens. These environments were chosen because they possess

necessary requirements i.e., electron and proton donating capability, to

produce chemically enhanced crack growth in both vitreous SiO 2 and soda

lime glass. The curves are considerably more complex than those obtained

in vitreous SiC 2 .
1 Notice, however, that except for the 33N glass at low

velocities, there is no plateau indicative of a transport controlled crack

" growth regime. This low velocity plateau in the 33N glass previously has

been interpreted as being related to the high rate of SiO2 removal in this

glass.8 The absence of obvious transport controlled regimes suggests that

" each non-aqueous environment, rather than the known small amount of water

4 Model 46A-2100 Graphite Furnace, Perkin Elmer Corp., Norwalk, CT
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dissolved in It, controls crack growth rates in the higher velocity

regime. However, we will show in the next section that the shallower

slope curves at lower velocities represent a regime in which water in the

liquid is the controlling factor. The absence of any diffusion controlled

transition between the upper and lower velocity regimes indicates that

water is still at the crack tip at the transition velocity. This

transition simply reports the point at which the curve for the stress

.- induced reaction with the nonaqueous liquid crosses that for the actvlty

of water in the liquid. Crack growth curves for 33N and 33L taken in

environments such as acetonitrile (CH3CN), which can donate electrons but

not protons, showed typical crack velocity plateaus (Figure 3) which occur

when water transport to the crack tip becomes the rate controlling step
9

and which occur at the same velocity in the binary glasses as in Si0 2
1 and

soda lime glass.
2

The slopes and intercepts of the best fit straight lines to log V-KI

curves for both 33N and 33L glasses in all of the environments are listed

in Table I and are charted for easier comparison in Figure 4. Where it

was obvious that the curve consisted of more than one section, the

parameters are given for each portion, although it should be pointed out

that a determination of the junction of the curves was, at times,

difficult. Based on previous evidence 1 ,2 , the highest velocity portion of

the curves is governed by the reaction rate of the bulk environment with

the glass the lower portions will be shown to be controlled by ion

exchange/dissolution processes due to water in the environment. The slope

of the high velocity segments for 33L glass in H20 (N - 11.3) is

significantly shallower than those for either soda lime ((N - 16) or 33N

0. glass (N - 21). In fact, the value of N in H20 for 33k is the lowest yet

30
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observed for any glass or ceramic in a reaction rate controlled regime. By

comparison, N values for 33N glass in all environments are significantly

higher than the other two glasses. The differences in slopes for these

glasses will be discussed in terms of specific reaction mechanisms in a

later section.

IR Spectroscopy

The general spectra obtained for 33N and 33L glasses in the wavelength

range of interest are shown in Figure 5 for as-ground surfaces and after

immersion in H20. The two peaks of primary interest in both glasses, at

1060 cm" I and 950 cm "1 have been assigned to Si-bridging oxygen (Si-O-Si)

stretching vibrations and Si-non-bridging oxygen (Si-O-R) stretching

vibrations respectively.4 ,5 In the 33N glass notice that after a 5 min

immersion in distilled water there is a sharpening of the Si-0-Si peak,

and a shift to lower wavenumbers of the Si-O-Na peak. This behavior has

been interpreted as due to ion exchange between H+ (or H30+) in the H20

with Na+ in the glass leaving a Na+ depleted surface, coupled with Si0 2

removal from this surface.5 Similar behavior is observed in the 33L

glass. At longer reaction times, less change has occurred in the 33L

glass spectrum however, because of the lower rates of ion exchange in this

glass.5 ,6  It is significant that a 5 min. immersion in hydrazine

produces a sharp reduction in reflected IR intensity but little peak

shift. We interpret this to mean that hydrazine produces more Si0 2

0
dissolution from the 33L glass, leading to surface roughening. Hydrazine

produces the same effect in 33N glass. This difference in water and

hydrazine will be reinforced by the atomic absorption data to be reported

in the next section.
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Quantitative shifts in the Si-O-Si and Si-O-Na peaks for 33N glass in

a number of environments are shown in Figure 6. Notice that only those

environments cause shifts which are known to enhance crack growth5/ (the

apparent A2cm-1 shift of acetonitrile is within the scatter of the

system). All other environments produce no change in the spectra despite

the fact that they are known to absorb physically on glass surfaces.9 ,10

There Is no evidence that the water dissolved in environments such as

butanol or heptane produces any significant reaction on the glass surface.

Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy

Results obtained by atomic absorption spectroscopy of the solutions

produced by immersion of the 33N and 33L glasses in the various liquids as

a function of time compliment the IR spectroscopy data. The atomic

absorption data were measured on ppm and converted to mole/liter.The

concentration of Si and alkali in solution for the 33N and 33L glasses in

the different environments are plotted mole/1 as a function of immersion

time in Figure 7. The following points are noted:

(1) Both the Si and alkali concentrations increase with time in

solution.

(2) As would be predicted, the alkali ion exchange and SiO 2

dissolution rates for 33N glass are greater than those for 33L.

(3) Water is the most effect medium for removing alkali ions from both

glasses, but hydrazine dissolves SiC 2 more readily, in agreement with the

IR data given in the previous section.

5/ A similar observation has been made by Michalske and Bunker13 for
vitreous silica. Michalske also has obtained crack growth data for
vitreous silica in methanol.
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(4) Small quantities of alkali and SiO2 were found to dissolve in

formamide, but no dissolution occurred in acetonitrile within the

detectability of the technique.

Examining the ratio of the alkali to Si removed from the glasses

(Figure 8), we see that in H20, this ratio increases with time for both

the 33N and 33L glasses, but remains constant in hydrazine. These results

suggest that the ion exchange rate in these glasses has not reached steady

state after 1 hour in water, but that simultaneous removal of alkali and

Si is occurring after very short immersion times in hydrazine. However,

the magnitude -f the alkali/Si ratio being removed implies that the

primary corrosion mechanism in both hydrazine and water is alkali ion

exchange.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As noted earlier, an examination of the slopes of the V-KI curves for

the 33L and 33N glasses compared to those for soda lime glass and vitreous

Si0 2 in the regime in which chemical reactions with the bulk environment

control crack growth rates leads to two primary conclusions: (1) slopes

in water are significantly lower for 33L, soda lime, and 33N than for

vitreous Si0 2 and (2) slopes for 33N glass are consistently higher than

those for 33L and deviate to progressively larger values as the reactivity

of the environment decreases. With regard to the first point, the alkali

containing glasses are capable of ion exchange with H (or H30+) from the

water while Si02 is not. This ion exchange significantly increases the pH

of the crack tip solution. Based on the work of Wiederhorn and Johnson,
1 1

pH values of Z12 rapidly should be achieved. Wiederhorn and Johnson1 2

33
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also showed that the slope of log V-KI curves in high pH solutions are

significantly smaller than those in acidic environments. There may also

be effects of ion exchange upon the crack tip Si-O bond being ruptured.

The progressively increasing difference in slope between 33N and 33L

glasses for environments of decreasing reactivity (Figure 4) presents a

Imore complex problem. One possible explanation for this behavior is that

a sodium atom bonded to a non-bridging oxygen atom in the glass has a much

stronger effect on the reactivity of the adjacent bridging Si-O bond than

does lithium. It would be likely that this difference in reactivity would

in turn be reflected in a difference in the stress dependence of the

reaction rate, which in turn is directly proportional to the slope of the

V-K1 curve for the material.

Another possible explanation is that the different glasses transmit

the externally applied forces to the crack tip in different degrees. It

I has been shown that based on the chemical rate theory, the rate of crack

growth can be expressed as: 13

I V - V0 exp(-E* + bKl/kT) (1)

where k is Boltzman's constant, T is temperature, E* is the stress

independent activation energy for the crack tip reaction, V0 is a constant

and b, the slope of the ln V-KI curve, is given by:

b - AV*/d 1 / 2  (2)
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AV* is the activation volume for the reaction and d is a parameter with

units of length. d can be thought of as the factor that transforms the

stress intensity factor at the crack into the force on the crack tip bond.

We can see, therefore, that the slope of a crack growth curve can change

due either to a variation in the activation volume, i.e. a different

stress dependence or due to a change in the mechanical response of the

material to stress, which directly affects the strain on the crack tip

bonds. At present, we do not feel that there is sufficient data to decide

between these possibilities.

Let us now examine the possible relationship between crack growth and

corrosion in these glasses. One indication that such a relationship

exists is the fact that, with the environments investigated to date, only

those environments which produce a significant material removal from the

33L and 33N glasses have been found to cause crack growth. Similarly,

environments which were observed to cause shifts in the IR spectra

enhanced crack growth in the binary glasses, while environments which

failed to cause such shifts also failed to enhance crack growth. Although

these observations do not constitute proof, they suggest the possibility

that similar processes might be occurring on the surface of the binary

glasses as occur at the crack tip during fracture. Michalske and Bunker14

have made a similar suggestion based upon the correlation they found

between environments causing enhanced crack growth and environments which

bonded to the surface of the de-hydroxylated vitreous silica. It is known

that a distribution of bond angles exists in the glasses and that the

various angles require different energies to form. It is not unreasonable

to expect the more highly strained bonds to react with the environment

similarly to the strained bonds at the crack tip.
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Finally, looking back at the crack growth curves in Figures 1 and 2,

we see that the lower velocity portions of the 33N curves in hydrazine and

formamide are essentially parallel to the 33N curve in H20, the same being

true of the 33L glass. This behavior suggests that at these crack growth

rates, the H20 in the hydrazine (-5%) and formamide (-.035%) controls

crack growth. To further investigate this possibility, crack growth rates

in the 33L glass were obtained in a formamide - 10% H20 solution. The

shift in the lower portion of the formamide curve (Figure 9) is consistent

with the concept that the H20 in solution is the governing factor. At the

higher velocities, the formamide and formamide-10% H20 curves merge

indicating control by formamide. This type of shift is in agreement with

similar data obtained on soda lime glass in the same environments.
2

CONCLUSIONS

The combination of AA, FTIR spectroscopy and crack growth data in the

binary alkali glasses studied lead to three conclusions:

1. Those environments that enhance crack growth in vitreous SiO2 also

do so in alkali silicate glasses, and vice versa.

2. Chemically enhanced crack growth in binary alkali-silicate glasses

consists of two regimes:

a. Higher velocities - stress assisted concerted reaction controls

growth rate.

b. Lower velocities - ion exchange/dissolution dominates.

3. Those environments, e.g. water, hydrazine, which produce the

largest changes in the I.R. spectra and which dissolve the most material,

show the largest effect on crack growth in alkali-silicate glasses.
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Figure Captions

1. Log V vs K, crack growth data for 33N glass in four environments:
water (e), ammonia (x) hydrazine (A), and formamide (). Straight
line segments are calculated least square fit to the data.

2. Log V vs K1 crack growth data for 33L glass in water (9), ammonia (x),
hydrazine (A), and formamide (). Straight line segments are
calculated least square fit to the data.

3. Log V vs K, crack growth data for N33 (e) and L33 x) taken in
acetonitrile. Each set of data evidences a plateau, indicating that
water impurity rather than the bulk environment, controls crack
growth.

4. Comparison of N values for N33 (hatchmarked) and L33 (open) glasses in
water, ammonia, hydrazine, and formamide. The indicated ranges are
the standard deviation values.

5. (a) FTIR spectra of N33 glass before (-) and after C---) 5 minutes
immersion in distilled water. (b) FTIR spectra of L33 glass before
interaction with environment C-) after 30 minutes in water (--) and
after 5 minutes in hydrazine C...).

. 6. Plot of the position shifts in various environments of the (a) Si-O-S,
and the Si-O-R IR peaks in 33N glass.

7. (a) Log of the concentration of Si from 33N glass in water (o) and
hydrazine (A) and from 33L glass in water (O) and hydrazine (A).
(b) Log of alkali (Na or Li) concentration obtained from soaking N33,
glass in water (o) or hydrazine (A) or soaking L33 glass in water ()
or hydrazine (A).

8. Ratio of alkali to Si in solution: (o) Na/Si in water (A) Na/Si in
hydrazine, (0) Li/Si in water, and (A) Li/Si in hydrazine.
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Environmentally Enhanced Crack Growth in Glasses

S.W. Freiman
Inorganic Materials Division
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, DC 20234

ABSTRACT

This paper reviews our current understanding of environmentally enhanced

crack growth in glasses. This process is shown to lend itself to analysis by

chemical reaction rate theory. The environmental dependence of the lower end

of the crack velocity regime, Region I, is shown to fit a recent molecular

model for a stress induced chemical reaction in SiO 2. Crack growth in

Region II is shown to be transport rate controlled, while above Region II, a

recently proposed electrostatic model is shown to fit the data for soda-lime-

silica glass. Effects of experimental variables such as pH and temperature on

i the slope and portion of crack growth curves are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this paper is to provide a current view of the

mechanisms of environmentally enhanced crack growth in glasses. Because of

its homogeneity and relatively simple structure, particular attention is given

to vitreous SiO 2 as a model material, but data will be presented for other

glass compositions as well. This review will concentrate on recent models for

stress aided physical and chemical processes which appear to govern crack

growth.

All of the materials discussed will be considered to be completely

brittle, i.e. any inelastic deformation zone at the crack is considered to be

negligibly small. While standard linear elastic fracture mechanics is assumed

to be applicable, possible limitations in its use to understand the details of

the crack growth process will be discussed.
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The majority of the data presented in this paper was collected using

double cantilever beam specimens, either by applying a constant load or a

constant bending moment, although some double torsion data is included. Crack

growth rates from I0" 0 to I0" m/sec were generally obtained by optically

measuring crack extension as a function of time on a travelling microscope

equipped with a filar eyepiece. The stress intensity factor, KI, was

calculated from the load and the specimen dimensions, using standard

expressions.

GENERALIZED CRACK GROWTH DIAGRAMS

Before considering the details of crack growth mechanisms, let us first

examine a schematic of the various possible segments that can contribute to a

V(K) diagram. Figure 1 shows a plot of Log (Velocity) versus KI. The

reasons for the choice of the semilogarithmic form will be made clear later.

Each segment of this curve can be ascribed to a different rate controlling

mechanism, as follows:

. Region I.

This is the crack growth region of primary interest, since the time to

* fracture of glass structures which undergo delayed failure is controlled by

flaws which spend most of their growth period in this regime. Slopes of V-K1

curves vary from low (Li2O-SiO 2, N = 11)) to moderate (SiO 2 N = 35)).

For a relationship V = AKIN
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Wiederhorn (1967) showed that for a given KI, crack velocities in Region 1

were related to the relative humidity, i.e. partial pressure of water, through

an expression of the form:

V a exp (bKI) (1)

where a and b are constants, P is the vapor pressure of pure water at the
0

temperature of interest, and P. is the vapor pressure of water in the gas or

the equilibrium vapor pressure over the solution, and n is the order of the

chemical reaction between the water and the glass (Figure 2). Wiederhorn's

data suggested a possible change in the chemical reaction from first order to

one-half order at low relative humidities, as does data taken in straight

chain alcohols (Freiman (1974)). Freiman's data reinforced the concept that

when the major constituent in the environment does not enhance crack growth,

then the water in solution becomes the dominant factor. Because it is the

partial pressure, i.e. relative humidity, of this water that is important, the

fact that a liquid dissolves only minute quantities, i.e. <50 ppm, is not

important. It is the partial pressure of water relative to that at saturation

that is the primary factor. This is a very significant point since it means

that liquids such as silicone oil and fluorinated hydrocarbons cannot be

considered inert just because their solubility for water is small. A further

* piece of evidence for the importance of activity rather than concentration is

It will be shown in a later section that an expression of this form can be

derived from chemical rate theory.

0
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the fact that the crack growth curves for vitreous silica in liquid H20 or in

N2 gas at 100% relative humidity overlap, even though the H20 concentration

differs by orders of magnitude.

Region IA.

It is not clear-that the mechanism of crack growth in this steeper regime

of the V-KI diagram is radically different than that in Region I. Under some

conditions, e.g. soda-lime silica glass in H20, this regime ends in a stress

corrosion limit, as was demonstrated convincingly-by Michalske (1983). Based

upon the time required to achieve a steady state velocity and fracture surface

markings, Michalske showed that some change in the crack tip geometry or

structure occurred during 16 hour holds at Ki's below 0.25 MPa m112. Whether

this is crack tip blunting as suggested by the model of Charles and Hillig

(1962), or due to the formation of corrosion products at the crac tip, is not

- clear at this time. Except for some data on borosilicate glasses Wiederhorn

and Johnson (1973) and Simmons and Freiman (1980), observations of a stress

corrosion limit have not been made on other glass compositions. In the latter

two, the occurrence of phase separation in the glass may be a significant

factor.

Region IB.

-10 -8The extremely shallow curve in the velocity range of 0-10  to 10 m/sec

has been observed only in binary Na20-SiO 2 glasses tested in aqueous

environments (Simmons and Freiman, 1981) (Figure 3) and in a binary Li2O-SiO 2

glass (Freiman, 1983). It is hypothesized that, because of the high rate of

solubility of these glasses, the crack is growing at the rate at which SiO 2 is

dissolving. The crack shape is maintained because of the tendency of the
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small applied stress to preferentially remove corrosion products at the crack

tip, so that dissolution occurs there more rapidly. However, effects of

tensile stresses generated due to an exchange of H for Na or Li cannot be

ruled out.

Region II.

This regime appears when crack growth takes place in an environment in

which the minor constituent controls the crack tip reaction. Although, the

Region II velocity is shown in Figure 1 to be completely stress independent,

slopes in the range of 2 to 6 have been measured experimentally. Crack growth

in Region II was shown by Wiederhorn et al. (1982) to be transport rather than

reaction rate limited. Because diffusion can also take place from the sides

of a fracture mechanics specimen as well as from behind the crack, all parts

of the crack front may not be in the same regime. Both Richter (1977a) and

Quackenbush and Frechette (1978) showed that the crack velocity at which

Region II is observed is specimen thickness dependent. This mixed mechanism

may explain the small but definite KI dependence in Region II.

The onset of the transport controlled mechanism of crack growth has been

modeled by Wiederhorn et al. (1982) as follows. As the crack grows, the

species in the environment which reacts with the highly strained bonds, e.g.

H20, is depleted at the crack tip. As the crack velocity increases, the size

of the depleted zone, 6, also increases, thereby creating a diffusion

gradient. At some critical velocity, the rate at which the active species can

diffuse through the depleted zone to the crack tip becomes slower than the

crack tip reaction rate, and hence becomes the controlling step in the crack
I

growth process. Through the use of the Stokes-Einstein relation for the
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diffusivity of a molecule in a liquid, it was shown that the velocity at which

the change in mechanism occurs is given by: (Wiederhorn et al. 1982)

V 0.0275 kT (2)i' ' 6nr6(2

where k is the Boltzman constant, T is the temperature, r is the size of the

diffusing molecule, C is the bulk concentration, and q is the viscosity of
0

W -the solution. Experimental data for alcohol-water solutions has verified the

applicability of Eq. 2. (Figure 4).

Region III.

Crack growth in Region III has been least understood. The curves are

quite steep, i.e. 5-10 times the slope in Region I. Wiederhorn (1967) showed

that crack growth rates for soda-lime glass in Region III were stable and were

independent of the relative humidity in the N2 gas in which the tests were

conducted. He suggested the possibility that a chemical process internal to

the glass controlled crack velocity. Freiman (1974) later showed that while

- crack growth in Region III was not affected by water, in agreement with

Wiederhorn, there were shifts in both the position and slope of the Region III

V-KI curves for soda lime glass with the chain length of the alcohol in which

-- the tests were conducted (Figure 5). Similar data was subsequently reported

* by Richter (1977). A recent model for Region III crack growth based on an

electrostrictive interaction between the solid and the environment at the

crack tip (Wiederhorn et al. 1982) will be discussed in a later section.

CRACK GROWTH KINETICS

Whil'e reductions in the surface energy of a glass due to the attachment

of surface groups can be considered to be the thermodynamic driving force for

crack growth, as suggested by Orowan (1944) and Parks (1983), crack growth
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rates are determined by a kinetic process. If we assume that crack growth is

controlled by a stress enhanced chemical reaction between the glass and the

environment, as is suggested by the experimental data; then chemical reaction

rate theory can be used to derive a model for growth rates. A synopsis of

such a derivation for the SiO 2-H20 reaction (Wiederhorn et al. 1982) is given

as follows:

A general expression for the chemical reaction between H20 and an Si-O

bond is given by:#

ESi-O-Si] + H20 X --- 2[SiOH] (3)

52
where X is the activated complex. In reaction rate theory (Laidler, 1965)

the decomposition of the activated complex to the products is assumed to be

rapid compared to the reverse reaction. Then the rate of reaction can be

expressed as:

Rate = K (t)exp (-AG /RT) -f- (4)

where K is the transmission coefficient (usually assumed equal to 1), k is the

Boltzman constant, T is temperature, h is Planck's constant, AG is the Gibbs

free energy of activation, a(H20) is the activity of water, and f is the

activity coefficient for the activated complex. Combining terms and assuming

that the crack velocity is directly proportional to the reaction rate, we

obtain:

SThis assumes a 1st order reaction between H20 and SiO 2 at a crack tip, which

is justified on the basis of the experimental results (Wiederhorn 1967).
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V V a(H2 0) exp (-AG /RT) (5)

Note that the crack velocity is directly proportional to the activity rather

than the concentration of water, as is indicated by the experimental results

of Wiederhorn (1967) and Freiman (1974). The stress dependence of the

reaction is contained in the AG term. It has been shown (Wiederhorn et al.

1980) that this term can be expanded as follows:

AG =- TAS + AE - (nd) KAV - (yV -yV)/p (6)

where AS , AE and AV are the activation entropy, activation energy and

activation volume respectively; d is a dimensional parameter depending on the

structure of the crack tip. The last term is included following the approach

of Charles and Hillig (1962) and accounts for changes in the surface energy of

the crack tip during the reaction. The effect of stress on the crack tip

reaction rate is included in the (nd)1/2K AV term. d must have units of

(dimension)2 so that d- 1/2K I has units of stress. The use of the activation
volume in this context assumes that the tensile stress dependence of the

reaction rate can be expressed as the negative of the pressure dependence.

Equations 5 and 6 can be combined to yield

V =V a(H20) exp ((-E + b KI)/RT] (7)

#Wiederhorn et al. (1982) use the crack tip radius, p, but for values of p

approximately that of the network spacing in the solid, this term probably

has little meaning.
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where all of the non-stress dependent terms are included in E . This equation

will be used later to explain certain aspects of crack growth behavior.

MECHANISM OF CHEMICAL REACTION ENHANCED CRACK GROWTH
The derivation of the kinetics of crack growth in the previous section

was completely general. No details of the chemical reaction between the

environment and the glass were discussed. One important question is why H20

is such an effective crack growth agent for glasses, when the corrosion rate

of a material such as vitreous SiO 2 is extremely low? A second question is

what are the properties of other environments which would make them crack

growth enhancers? Finally, can we predict changes in stress corrosion

susceptibility with changes in glass composition?

Michalske and Freiman (1983) described a specific chemical mechanism by

which strained Si-O bonds in vitreous silica react with molecules of a gas or

liquid. This model for the H2O-SiO 2 reaction is shown in Figure 6 as a three

* step process:

Step 1. An H20 molecule orients itself with respect to an Si-O-Si bond at

the strained crack tip such that one set of the lone electron pair

orbitals on the oxygen are aligned toward the Si; hydrogen bonding

occurs between the 0 (silica) and the H.

Step 2. Electron transfer from the 0 (water) to the Si take place

simultaneous with proton transfer to the 0 (silica), forming two new

bonds. It is hypothesized that the strain on the bridging Si-O bond

(>20%) enhances the tendency for this reaction by making the

electron distribution in the Si-O bond more favorable for electron
I

transfer.

6
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Step 3. The weak hydrogen bond between 0 (water) and the transferred

hydrogen breaks to form two Si-OH surfaces.

Note that in this mechanism no reaction products are removed from the

solid. Hence the term "stress corrosion" may be something of a misnomer.

However, as will be discussed later, the formation of corrosion products at

the crack tip may alter the rate of crack growth by influencing the

accessibility of the crack tip to the reactive environment. Also note that

the model does not require prior dissociation of the water molecule. Although

as will be shown later, such dissociation may affect reaction rates.

Of prime importance is the fact that the model predicts that the other

environments which would enhance crack growth in SiO 2 should have structure

and bonding similar to water, namely, lone pair orbitals available on one

portion of the molecule and proton donor sites on another. There may be size
0

limitations as well since the Si-O bond distance is only 1.63A.

Figure 7 shows crack growth curves for vitreous silica in water, ammonia,

hydrazine, formamide and N2 gas. Ammonia, hydrazine and formamide can each

donate electrons and protons. As pointed out earlier, the plateau in the N2

gas curve occurs when crack growth is controlled by the rate of diffusion to

the crack tip of the small quantity of dissolved water. The absence of this

plateau in the curves for ammonia, hydrazine and formamide leads to the

conclusion that their reaction with the crack tip bonds governs crack growth

rates in preference to the reaction of the water present in these

environments. Other environments such as carbon monoxide, acetonitrile and

nitrobenzene did not control crack growth (Figure 8). This would be predicted

by the above model, since each of these molecules does not meet all of the

required bonding specifications. Although each contains lone pair orbitals,

none can donate protons. It should also be noted that no direct correlations
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were found to exist between dielectric constant or dipole moment alone and an

environment's ability to cause crack growth in preference to water. The

direct participation of proton transfer is shown by two pieces of data.

First, Figure 9 shows the V-KI curves for tests carried out in H20 and D20.

In order to eliminate specimen to specimen variations, the same sample was

used to obtain data in both environments. The reduction in crack velocity at

the same KI obtained in D20 is approximately that predicted for a primary

isotope effect. Second, experiments were carried out in pyridine, C5H5 N,

whose electron donating ability is equal to that of H20, but which cannot

donate protons. No evidence was seen that pyridine enhanced crack growth in

SiO 2.

Crack growth data obtained on a commercial soda-lime-silica glass

(Figure 10) shows the same general environmental sensitivity as does SiO 2

(Freiman and White, 1982). The positions of the curves for these environments

which control crack growth in soda-lime glass are in the same order as those

for SiO 2. A major difference, however, is the relatively shallow slope of the

upper curve in H20 compared to that in the other environments or for SiO 2. We

speculate that there is a true corrosion phenomena that occurs in soda lime

glass in H20 which involves ion exchange of Na
+ in the glass for H+ .

ELECTROSTATIC MODEL FOR CRACK GROWTH

A discussion of the proposed nechanism of crack growth in Region III is

included as a separate section because it is only at velocities above the

Region II plateau that the dominating effect of H20 in most environments can

be eliminated. We will see that certain features of the proposed mechanism

are similar to those for the chemical reaction model described in the last

section.
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The model developed by Wiederhorn et al. (1982) is based on the concept

that positive and negative charges are formed on the Si and 0 atoms

respectively during bond rupture. The formation of these charges produces an

electrostrictive force which contributes to the activation volume for the

reaction. In fact, this electrostatic contribution to normal chemical

reactions is usually 3 to 10 times that due to changes in bond length. Since

for a given glass, the activation volume is directly proportional to the slope

of the crack velocity curve (see Equation 6) any environment at the crack tip

which modifies these charges and thereby the activation volume will produce a

change in the slope of the V-KI curve.

In this model it is assumed that the Si and 0 lie at a stressed surface

of the glass. It is also assumed that the electrostatic contribution to the

activation volume results entirely from charging the Si and 0 atoms during

bond fission. That is, no contributions due to bond stretching are

considered. Finally, it is assumed that the process is slow enough so that

the static component of the dielectric constant can be used.

By treating both the glass and the environment as a continuum, the

following expression was derived for the stress (i.e. negative pressure)

dependence of the activation volume.

ES r [3B)"I (4i+&2)-I - (i -2 a-2  (8)

where N is Avogadro's rumber, e is the unit of electric charge, r is the

radius of an atom (contributions of Si and 0 are calculated separately), B is

the bulk modulus of the glass, and e1 and e2 are the dielectric constants of

the liquid and glass respectively.
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As noted previously, the stress dependent term to the crack velocity can

be expressed as:

Log V = (nd) -12AV* KI  (9)

AV can therefore be calculated from the slope of the log V-KI plot and

related to that determined from Equation 7 provided that we have a value for

d. d can be thought of as a dimensional parameter that defines the size of a

zone extending out from the crack tip within which non-linear elastic

deformation occurs. In this sense it is analogous to the concept of a plastic

zone around crack tips in metals. d will probably differ from one glass to

another because of changes in glass structure.

AVES calculated from the electrostatic model, Equation 8, is plotted in

Figure 11 versus that determined from measured slopes of V-KI curves for soda

lime glass in environments of varying dielectric constant. Despite the

experimental scatter, a definite correlation exists between AVES and the total

AV The dependence of the slope of the V-K curves on the dielectric
I

constant of the environment is apparent, supporting the idea that

electrostatic interactions between the environment and the strained bonds at

the crack tip are important. Evidence to the effect that it is the dielectric

constant of the environment and not the molecule's dipole moment was obtained

by determining the crack growth curves in both liquid and vapor. For an

environment such as acetone, the liquid dielectric constant is 21, but in the

vapor phase for any chemical e' = 1. The fact that the V-KI curves differ

under these conditions (Wiederhorn et al. 1983) is indicative of the

importance of dielectric constant.
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EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

In this section we will discuss a number of the features of experimental

V-KI data for various glass systems and relate those observations to the crack

growth models.

V-KI Slopes

As noted in the section on crack growth kinetics, the slope of a

semi-logarithmic V-KI. plot in Region I is directly related to the activation

volume for the chemical reaction. Why then are the slopes of these curves in

H 20 dependent on glass composition, when the reaction should involve only the

Si-O network? One possible answer is that the crack growth rato controlling

step is a corrosion type process such as exchange of Na+ in the glass for H+

ions in the H20. This process would tend to produce a compositional gradient

at the crack tip as well as lead to possible tensile stresses due to the

difference in volume occupied by the different ions. Work reported by Simmons

and Freiman (1981) supports the hypothesis that ion exchange reactions can be

important. This work showed that both the positions and the slopes of 33%

Na20 - 67% SiO 2 and 25% Na20 - 75% SiO 2 glasses varied depending on whether

experiments were carried out in aqueous solutions cintaining IM Li+ or IM Cs+

ions (Figure 3). No such effect of Li+ or Cs+ ions was observed for soda-lime

glass however, possibly because rates of exchange are much slower for this

glass.

It has also been observed that the slope of the V-KI curve for soda lime

glass is the same in liquid water as in N2 gas of varying relative humidity

(Wiederhorn, 1967). This would be predicted from Equation 5, since the

activity of the H20 appears only in the pre exponential term. This same trend
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Figure 8. V-K1 curves for vitreous SiO 2 in environments which do not enhance

crack growth. Plateaus are due to the fact that velocity is

controlled by the H20 in the environments. (after Michalske and

Freiman, 1983).

Figure 9. V-KI curves for vitreous SiO 2 in H20 and 020. The same specimen was

used to obtain points on each curve. (after Michalske and Freiman,

1983).

Figure 10. Crack growth curves for soda lime silica glass in environments

which undergo a stress enhanced reaction. Slopes of curves for

ammonia, hydrazine and formamide are similar to those for SiO 2 '

(after Freiman and White, 1982).

Figure 11. Activation volume for soda lime silica glass determine from the
Region III slope of the V-KI curves in liquids of various

dielectric constant (Eq. 9) plotted versus the activation volume,

AVES, calculated from Equation 8. (after Wiederhorn et al. 1982).

Figure 12. Comparison of positions of V-KI curves for various glasses.

Figure 13. Effect of pH on crack growth curves in glass. (a) Vitreous SiO 2 '

T(b) Soda-lime-silica glass (after Wiederhorn and Johnson, 1973).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Schematic of the different possible segments of a crack velocity -

KI curve for glasses, all of which have been observed in experiment.

Figure 2. Relative humidity dependence of crack velocity in Region 1 for soda

lime silica glass (after Wiederhorn, 1967).

Figure 3. Crack growth curves for 33Na 20-67SiO 2 glass tested in H20, 1M Li+

solution, 1M Cs+ solution, and air. The data in H20 overlaps that

in 1M Cs+ . (After Simmons and Freiman, 1981).

Figure 4. Crack velocity for soda lime glass in Region II as a function of

(conc./viscosity), as suggested by Equation 2. Data was obtained in

straight chain alcohols containing various concentrations of water.

Figure 5. Position of the Region III crack growth curves for soda lime silica

glass tested in alcohols containing varying partial pressures, i.e.

differing relative humidity of H20 (after Freiman, 1974).

Figure 6. Model for the reaction sequence between H20 and the strained Si-O

bond at a crack tip (after Michalske and Freiman, 1983).

Figure 7. Crack growth curves for vitreous SiO 2 in environments whose

molecular structure is favorable for stress enhanced reactions,

compared to that in N2 gas at a relative humidity of 2%. (after

Michalske and Freiman, 1983).
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If the assumption is valid that crack propagation in region I can be directly

correlated with the rate of dissolution of a glass, going from the deuterated

system to the hydrogenated system would increase the crack propagation in a

soda lime silica glass by a factor of five in neutral and basic solutions and

no effect will observed in acid solutions. For SiO 2, where the pH at the

crack tip can't deviate markedly from the pH of the solution H20/ )D 20 2.2.

REPLY: Evidence suggests that crack growth rates do not correlate directly

with dissolution rates of glasses, e.g. the binary Na2O-SiO 2 system (Simmons

and Freiman, 1981). However, I agree that the variations in dissociation

constant that you discuss,, may explain the isotope data of Wiederhorn (1983)

as well as that of Michalske and Freiman (1983). Experiments which could

determine whether dissociation or reaction rates control crack growth have not

yet been performed.
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REPLY: I agree. H20 in SiO 2 would tend to change the acceptor/donor

capabilities of the Si-O bond, thereby possibly chaning its susceptibility to

stress enhanced reactions.

COMMENTS BY: B. M. Smets

In my opinion an alternative explanation can be given for the isotope effect

observed with your SiO 2 data and Wiederhorn's glass data. Following Boksay

(Phys. Chem. Glasses, Vol. 21, 110-113) the rate of dissolution of glass at

low pH values would be proportional to the H30 concentration. At

intermediate pH values the rate of dissolution is proportional to LOH] and at

pH values higher than 10 it is proportional to [H3 0+] [OH']/[Na+].

Consequently it is to be expected that in deuterated systems at low pH values

(i.e. 1 N DCI in D20) the rate of dissolution will be the same as for the

hydrogenated system. At high pH values the rate of dissolution would be lower

by a factor of five in NaOD with respect to NaOH in view of the fact that KH

[H3 0+] [OH'] = 114 and [D30+] [OD-] KD = 2.6 x i0 - 1 5. In neutral solution

= k, [H30+] + k2 [OH-]

= KH (k1  k 2 )

Consequently in 020 the rate of dissolution will be lowered by a factor of

2.2
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COMMENTS BY: J. R. Varner

I would like to comment on Region II behavior. Prof. Frechette, at Alfred

University, is now of the opinion that, in a fundamental sense Region II does
not exist. In Region II, part of the crack is moving in Region III and part

is moving in Region I. Therefore, Region II shows up in experiments, because

of this combined effect. In other words, it is an artifact of the experiment,

and is, as you pointed out, heavily dependent on specimen geometry and the

test itself.

REPLY: I would tend to a~gree with your comments regarding the specimen

experiment dependence of Region II. However, I do believe that at some

velocity, crack growth rates become transport limited. The velocity at which

Region II occurs and the V-KI slope in Region II has been shown to be

different for small flaws compared to that for fracture mechanics specimens

(Wiederhorn et al., ASTM STP, to be published).

COMMENTS BY: J.J. Mecholsky

Joe Wysocki of Hughes Research Laboratories recently reported delayed failure

in aluminum coated fibers at high (loaded at 90% of breaking) stresses. The

interpretation is that the breaking of the fibers is due to Region III

behavior because the aluminum has kept the external environment from the

silica glass. However, different batches of fiber behaved differently which

indicates it could be the internal water in the glass governing Region III

behavior. Obviously, we need more experiments in this region to determine the

time effects.
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DISCUSSION

n

COMMENTS BY: Helmut Schaeffer

I am surprised the that K-v-curves of Wiederhorn (low pH values) do not

exhibit an isotopic effect (DCl versus HC1). In leaching experiments this
Bo.

isotopic effect shows up (Scholze's work). Does this mean that the hydrogen

ion (or hydrogen-related species) is not diffusion-controlling, or in other

words that the actual leaching process is irrelevant for the advancement of

the crack tip?

REPLY: I am not familiar with Scholze's work. However, I would expect to

see effects of isotopes on diffusion rates. In the case of crack growth, a

reaction between Si and the 0wate r must also occur. If this is the slow step

in the crack growth process, then it will be rate controlling. I think this

is why there is only a minimal effect of low pH variations on crack growth,

e.g. Figure 13.

q - COMMENTS BY: M. Tomozawa

You stated that crack velocity of SiO 2 in region I in NH3 is the same as that

0. in H20. Is static fatigue of SiO 2 observed in NH3 ?

[6REPLY: These experiments have not yet been performed.
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TABLE 1.

Crack Growth Parameters for Glasses in H20

E b
Glass KCal/mole MKS units In V0

Silica 33.1 t 1.0 0.216 ± 0.006 -1.32 ± 0.6

Aluminosilicate 1 29.0 ± 0.7 0.138 ± 0.003 5.5 + 0.4

Aluminosilicate 2 30.1 ± 0.6 0.164 ± 0.003 7.9 ± 0.3

Borosilicate 30.8 ± 0.8 0.200 ± 0.006 3.5 ± 0.5

Lead Alkali 25.2 ± 1.2 0.144 ± 0.006 6.7 ± 0.6

Soda-lime silica 26.0 ± 1.1 0.110 ± 0.004 10.3 ± 0.5

After Wiederhorn and Bolz (1970)
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SUMMARY

Depending on the chemical environment in which the data is obtained,

crack velocity - K curves for glasses can consist of a number of segments of

differing slope. Each segment represents a different controlling crack growth

mechanism. These mechanisms can be summarized as:

I. Stressed enhanced chemical reaction between Si-O bonds and the

active ingredient in the environment.

IA. Same as 1, except that changes in crack tip structure are taking

place.

IB. SiO 2 dissolution rate.

II. Diffusion rate of the active ingredient to the crack tip.

III. Electrostatic reactions between polar molecules and the rupturing

Si-O bond.

It has been shown that chemical rate theory can be used to explain crack

growth kinetics both in Regions I and III. A molecular model for the chemical

reaction between highly strained Si-O bonds and various environments has been

described. This model allows one to predict whether a given chemical

environment will cause enhanced crack growth in silicate glasses. In addition

it was shown that electrostatic interactions between the environment and the

glass determine the slope of the crack growth curve in the higher velocity,

Region III, where the normally dominant effects of H 0 are absent.
2
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tip solution is basic, i.e. where the rate is controlled by the rate of

reaction of the H30
+ ion. However, there are still a number of unanswered

questions regarding effects of pH.

Temperature Dependence

In concept, the measurement of the temperature dependence of the V-KI

curves for a glass should allow us to determine the stress free activation

energy, E in Equation 7, and should provide information regarding the

activated process. E can be calculated from experimental data in three ways;

(1) V-KI curves are fit to the data points at each temperature. Each curve is

then extrapolated to the point K = 0, and the Yelocity at which this point

occurs plotted versus I/T. The slope of such a curve yields a value of E

Extrapolating the V-KI curves over such long distances, however, can lead to

large uncertainties. (2) The entire set of data points can be fit to Equation

7, yielding values of E , b, and V Wiederhorn and Bolz (1970) chose to fit

the V-KI curves for various glasses in H20 to over the temperature range of

2°-90°C, in this way obtaining the parametrs shown in Table 1. As we can see,

the activation energies range between 25 and 35 KCal/mole. Whether these

values of E are indicative of the fundamental crack growth processes is open

to question, however. (3) The third technique is to assume that the stress

dependence of the crack growth section is not temperature dependent (i.e. all

the curves have the same slope). Then at any K1 , a plot of velocity versus

1/T yields a value of activation energy. In all cases one must be careful

that the activity of the reacting environment remains constant.

9
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SiO at the same applied KI. In addition there is the possible formation of a

corrosion layer in various glasses, which would also lead to a different crack

tip stress.

pH EFFECTS

As noted earlier, there is no requirement in the model for the reaction

of H20 with vitreous SiO that prior dissociation of a H20 molecule occur.

This is not to say, however, that effects of variations in H30+ or OH-

activity would not be expected. If the activity ofone species, i.e. electron

donor or proton donor, is very small compared to the other then t''? rate of

reaction of this species should control the overall reaction rat(. Figure 13a

shows a V-KI plot for vitreous SiO 2 in various acidic and basic solutions

(Wiederhorn and Johnson, 1973). The slopes of these curves can be placed into

two categories; those for pH of' H20 and lower (i.e. <6) are approximately the

same as H20; those for pH >6 are shallower. The data for soda lime glass

taken by the same-authors (Figure 13b) shows a similar behavior. One

difference is that the slope in H20 more closely resembles that in basic

solutions, probably because ion exchange produces a crack tip pH higher than

that of the bulk solution. One can argue that at low pH (i.e. large values of

* the H30
+ activity) the rate of reaction at the crack tip is controlled by the

activity of the OH species with the Si, since this would be the slowest step.

Conversely, at high pH (larger activity of OH) the rate would be controlled

* by the H30
+ activity. This concept is supported by recent results of

Wiederhorn (1982) who showed an observable effect of D 0 on the position of

"-i the V-KI curves for soda lime silica glass only for cracks in which the crack
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is not observed in the binary soda-silica system, however, (Figure 3) (Simmons

and Freiman, 1981). The slope of the curve for 33% Na20 - 67% SiO 2 in 30%

r.h. air is steeper than that in H 0. This behavior may again point to

exchange mechanisms which could occur in liquid H20.

Position of V-KI Curve

Even though the position and slope of a V-KI curve are not independent of

each other, as long as the slopes are not too different one can roughly

compare the positions of the curves. One might predict that as the number of

bridging Si-O bonds is reduced, by the addition of Na20 for instance, that the

structure would be weakened proportionally. The data in Figure 12 suggests

that this is not the case. There is little if any difference between the

curve for vitreous SiO 2 and that for a glass having 33% Na20. In addition,

the critical fracture toughness of binary Na2O-SiO2 glasses has been shown to

increase with increasing Na20 concentration (Kennedy et al. 1975).

A possible explanation for this trend involves our use of stress

intensity factor to characterize the crack tip stress field. By comparing

everything in terms of Ki, an implicit assumption is tnat all crack tips are

identical in structure. Actually, since a real material will exhibit some non

linear elastic behavior below the stress at which fracture occurs, we clearly

* cannot use K to calculate stresses at distances very near the crack tip.

Further, the distance from the crack tip at which breakdowns occurs, and

probably the crack tip stress, will be a function of glass composition and

network structure. Because of their more open structure, one might predict

that glasses containing large quantities of Na20 could reach an elastic limit

at lower stresses so that the actual :ack tip strain is lower than that for
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Electrical Failures Due to Cracks in Multilayer Ceramic Capacitors

S.W. Freiman and A.C. Gonzalez
Inorganic Materials Division
National Bureau of Standards

Gaithersburg, MD 20899

INTRODUCTION

Cracks can occur in multilayer ceramic capacitors due to a number of

factors. One of the most prevalent causes of crack formation is thermal

stresses generated during the process of soldering the capacitor to a

substrate. A finite element analysis[l] has shown that the differing

thermal expansion coefficients of the capacitor and the substrate can lead

to tensile stresses in the capacitor of the order of 55 MPa. The type of

cracks that can be produced by these stresses is shown in Figure 1; these

cracks frequently occur near or under the metal end caps and often extend

from one electrode layer to the outside surface or to another electrode.

Sources of stress other than due to soldering, e.g. evolution of gases

during firing or the introduction into the green ceramic of impurities

having a different thermal expansion coefficient than the bulk material,

can also produce cracks[2].

A primary question is, when does a crack act as a source of electrical

failure? Clearly, one way in which this can happen is for the crack to

provide a shorting path. It has been suggested[3] that at low operating

voltages (i.e. <5V) electrode material can diffuse down the crack

producing a highly conducting short between two electrodes. If the

voltage is increased to -50 volts, the capacitor again behaves normally.
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It has been hypothesized that the conducting path is vaporized by the

current passing through it at the higher voltage. If the field on the

capacitor is reduced again, the shorting process will be repeated.

The purpose of the current study was three-fold, (1) to establish the

crack growth parameters for ceramic materials used in multilayer

capacitors, (2) to determine under what conditions a crack would cause

electrical failure of a capacitor and (3) to investigate the possibility

that fracture mechanics models could be used to predict the lifetime of a

capacitor which is subject to mechanical stresses.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Materials

The materials used in this study consisted of both actual commercial

capacitors and ceramic material especially prepared with and without

particular electrode configurations.1 The latter were supplied as square

plates (25 mm x 1.8 mm) of ceramic (composition comparable to that in a

capacitor having a Z5U designation) with no included metal electrode

layers or as bars (30 x 5 x 2 mm) having one metal layer located 60 ±m

from each 5 x 30 mm surface.

Indentation Procedures

A Vickers diamond pyramid indenter was used to introduce controlled

cracks into the capacitors and capacitor mater i ls. Critical fracture

toughness measurements were made on both NPO and X7R tyre capacitors in

air by placing an indentition between the electrode layers in sectioned

1Specimens were prepared for this study by AVX Corporation.
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capacitor as shown schematically in Figure 2a. Crack lengths both

parallel and perpendicular to the electrodes were measured in an optical

microscope. The other procedure was to introduce the indentation into one

face of the capacitor as shown in Figure 2b. In both cases, crack lengths

were measured in an optical microscope. Values of critical fracture

toughness, KIC, were determined using the expressions of Anstis et al.[4]

Strength and Crack Growth Tests

Both inert strengths and subcritical crack growth behavior of the

capacitor ceramic material (independent of the influence of electrodes)

were determined using indentation proceduresC5-7]. A Vickers indentation

was placed in the center of the 25 mm squares of ceramic. These indented

specimens were then fractured in bending on a universal test machine using

a piston and three ball arrangement.[B] Inert strengths were measured by

placing a drop of oil on the indentation site and rapidly loading the

specimen to failure (<2 sec loading time). The subcritical crack growth

exponent, N, was determined by performing dynamic fatigue tests in water

on the indented (P - 5N) squares over -6 orders of magnitude in stressing

rate. The failure stresses, a, in both the inert and dynamic fatigue tests

were calculated using the following expressionsC8]

"? -0.2387 P(X-Y)/d 2

-%0



where

P = load at fracture

X - (1 + v) In (B/C)2 + [(I-v)/2] (B/C)2

Y - (1 + v) [I + In (A/C)2] + (1 (A/C)2

v - Poisson's ratio - 0.21

A - radius of support circle - 10 mm

B - radius of ram - mm

C - radius of specimen - 12.5 mm (half of one side of a square)

d - specimen thickness at fracture origin

Electrical Measurements

The leakage current through a capacitor was used as a measure of the

effect of any defects on its operation. A picoammeter was placed in

series with the capacitor under particular applied D.C. fields (usually

50 V). The current was monitored continuously after application of the

field. Some capacitance measurements were also made by placing a

capacitance gauge across the capacitor.

.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Crack Growth

Anstis et al.[4] have shown that the critical fracture toughness of

single phase glasses and ceramics can be calculated from the indentation

.* load, P, and the resulting crack length, CO, based on the following

expression:

.?:

KIC & R (E/H)1/2 (P/C°)3/2  (2)
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where E is the elastic modulus (100 GPa), H is the hardness (8 GPa), and

&R is an empirical constant, calculated from a fit to KIC data for many

ceramics to be .016.[4] Based on Equation 2, a logarithmic plot of crack

length versus indentation load should be a straight line of slope 3/2 as

shown by the dashed line in Figures 3a and 4a, along with the crack

lengths measured on the NPO and X7R capacitors. At crack lengths less

than 1/2 the electrode spacing, good agreement between the indentation

model and the data is achieved. At higher indentation loads, the

measured values of crack lengths both parallel and perpendicular to the

electrode layers deviate from those predicted in both type of capacitors.

The cracks parallel to the electrodes are somewhat longer than predicted,

while those perpendicular to the electrode layers, are actually stopped by

these layers up to fairly large values of indentation load. In some cases

they did not pop through the electrode at the point at which they entered,

but reinitiated into the ceramic at some other location along the

electrode. The increased length of the set of cracks parallel to the

electrodes can be ascribed to relaxation of the stress rate of the crack

because of the presence of the free surfaces.

The values of KIC calculated from Equation 2 will reflect these

deviations from normal indentation behavior, Figures 3b and 4b. However,

when there is interaction between the crack and the second phase

electrodes, there is question whether the absolute value of KIC has any

meaning, since the assumptions regarding linear elasticity at the crack

tip are probably no longer valid. However, the relative values of KIC are

indicative of the ability of the metal layers in the capacitor to impede

crack growth.
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In order to determine the role of cracks in electrical breakdown, the

leakage current was monitored for as-received NPO type capacitors as well

as for those in which a 30N indentation load had been placed in the

surface perpendicular to the electrode layers (Figure 2b). An indentation

load of 30N was chosen because this load would produce a crack

sufficiently large to cut through two electrode layers.

The leakage current at a 50V imposed field for a typical unindented

capacitor varies with time as shown in Figure 5a. There was no measurable

effect of introducing a 100% R.H. environment into the test chamber during

the test. In contrast, Figure 5b shows that for capacitors containing a

30N indentation, introduction of a 100% R.H. environment produces a small

-- but measurable increase in leakage current. In order to determine whether

- a more highly conductive path would cause more significant changes in

current, a drop of IM NaCl solution was placed on the indentation while

• * the test was in progress. The presence of this solution produced an

*: almost instantaneous five orders of magnitude increase in current

Figure 5b). Removal of the solution from the surface and reintroduction

, of a dry N2 atmosphere did not reduce the current levels over times up to

hours.

Because of the strong effect of this NaCI solution on the leakage

* current, it was thought that the use of this solution might provide a

means of discriminating between cracked and uncracked capacitors. A blind

. study was conducted in which one person indented 3 of 10 capacitors with a

30N load. The 10 capacitors were then randomized, soaked in iM NaCi

solution for one minute, washed sequentially in water, alcohol and

*, acetone, dried, then placed in the electrical test chamber. The

individual making the electrical measurements picked out the three

i n 98
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indented specimens based on their significantly increased leakage current

as shown in Figure 6. The use of the "methanol test" which has been

reported to discriminate between cracked and uncracked capacitors[9],

produced no difference in current between indented and unindented

capacitors.

In order to determine whether the presence of a highly conducting

medium is a requirement to produce large current increases, a set of fifty

capacitors were indented using a 30N load and placed in the chamber at

100% R.H. under a 3V DC applied field. After one week the leakage current

on ten of the capacitors was greater than 10-4 A. The currents on the

remaining forty capacitors had not risen above 10- 1 1 A.

Crack Growth and Electrical Failure

The subcritical crack growth characteristics for a capacitor ceramic

(Z5U) were obtained by performing dynamic fatigue tests on indented (5N)

" plates of the material in water. A plot of strength as a function of

stressing rate is shown in Figure 7. The slope of this curve yielded a

value of N of 43.7, where N is the exponent in the empirical relationship

(KI
N

V-V 0  K (3)
IC

in which V is crack velocity, K, is stress intensity factor and A is a

constant. Based on Equation 3, an expression can be derived which can be

used to predict the times to failure, Tf, of capacitor materials held

under a constant applied stress, 0a.
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T r  B SiN-2 Ca-N (4)

where B is a constant and S i is the initial strength of the material, i.e.

the strength measured under conditions where no subcritical crack growth

will occur. The data from Figure 7 is transformed into a such a time to

failure plot in Figure 8. It should be recognized that the presence of

electrodes in an actual capacitor may change the position of the curve in

Figure 8, because of the crack-electrode interactions noted earlier, but

the value of N should not be affected.

One of the objectives of this study was to determine whether the

growth of cracks could be detected through changes in the electrical

properties of the capacitor. The specimen design and electrical

arrangement used to perform these tests are shown in Figure 9a. The

circuit was designed so that the growth of a crack from the indentation to

the electrode located 60 Um below the surface would produce a short. The

drop of NaCl solution at the indentation assured that a conducting path

would form as the crack grew. A 3N indentation load was chosen and the

applied field was 50V DC. The 3N load was chosen in order to insure that

the crack was shorter than 60 pm but long enough so that mechanical

failure would not occur before the crack reached 60 um in length. The

specimens were loaded at a rate of .03 MPa/sec. Because there is some

variability in the crack length produced by an indentation, some specimens

- exhibited immediate shorting while others broke before any change in

current occurred. The data shown in Figure 9b represents the thirteen

d

tests in which a change in current was measured before failure took place.

p It is not clear why the data is so noisy. Nevertheless, there is a

0
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definite increase in current beginning between 1000 and 2000 sec. One

can hypothesize that this time represents that needed for the crack to

grow from its initial size, -45 um, to the electrode, -60 um.

Calculations of crack extension were performed using the model

developed by Fuller et al.[10] for dynamic fatigue of indentation induced

cracks. A numerical integration was performed for the expression:

dC = [.25C 3/ 2 * .75 S Tc l/2]N (5)

dT a

aa
where C -C/C S - and T t V/C

in which C is crack lehgth, oa is applied stress, t is time, and Cm and am

represent the strength and corresponding crack size measured under inert

conditions.

The following values for the crack growth parameters needed for the

time prediction were used in the calculations:

N - 43.7, Kic - .75 MPa.m1/2, am = 63 MPa, Vo - 0.1

Cm was calculated from the expression[1]

K + 0.68 2

C IC (6)
M 2.02 a )m

-I;
-1.1 x 10 m
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Using these values, Equation 5 was numerically integrated over the range

from 45 um to 60 Pm for a stressing rate of .03 MPa/sec. This integration

yielded a time of 800 sec. which is within a factor of 3 of the time in

which the current use occurs in Figure 9. Because of the extreme

sensitivity of the calculation to the crack growth parameters this

agreement should be considered to be quite good.

SUMMARY

Electrical breakdown of multilayer ceramic capacitors has been

demonstrated to occur when both a crack long enough to intersect two

electrodes and an environment which can provide a conducting path are

present. Based on this premise, it was shown that a test could be

developed which would discriminate between good capacitors and those which

were already cracked.

Fracture mechanics data was taken on Z5U capacitor material. This

data was used to predict the time required for a crack in a capacitor to

grow to a length sufficient to cause a significant rise in the leakage

current.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Typical crack found near the end cap in capacitors (30X).
Photograph supplied by W.L. Robbins of C.S. Draper Lab.

Figure 2. Schematics of indentation locations in capacitors:
(a) Side face of sectioned capacitor; cracks will grow either

parallel or perpendicular to electrode layers.

(b) Top face; cracks always cut electrodes.

Figure 3. Indentation crack length data for NPO type capacitors.

(a) Crack length as a function of indentation load for cracks
parallel (0) and perpendicular (S) to the electrodes. The

dashed line represents the crack lengths predicted from
Equation 2.

(b) Hardness (2) and KIC both parallel (6) and perpendicular

(0) to the electrodes.

Figure 4. Indentation crack length data for X7R type capacitors.

(a) Crack length as a function of indentation load for cracks
parallel (0) and perpendicular (0) to the electrodes. The

dashed line represents the crack lengths predicted from
Equation 2.

(b) Hardness (o) and KIC both parallel (0) and perpendicular

(0) to the electrodes.

Figure 5. Leakage current measured as a function of time for NPO type

capacitors both with and without indentations in different

environments.
(a) Unindented capacitor measured in dry N2 gas followed by

introduction of N 2 gas saturated with H20.

(b) Indented capacitor measured in same environments as in (a)
followed by contact with iN NaCl solution. Note that
removal of NaCl solution from the surface and reintro-

duction of dry N2 did not cause any lowering of the

current.

Figure 6. Comparison of leakage current for indented and unindented

capacitors in 1N NaCl solution.

Figure 7. Dynamic fatigue curve for Z5U ceramic. A crack growth
exponent, N - 43.7, was calculated from this data.

Figure 8. Translation of data from Figure 7 into a time to failure versus
stress plot via Equation 4.

Figure 9. Electrical degradation of model capacitors under stress.

(a) Schematic of experimental set-up.
(b) Leakage current from the model capacitor as a function of

increasing load and time. Stressing rate - .03 MPa/sec.
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